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Part I
Introduction



Black holes physics

General Relativity

Thermodynamics
Quantum Physics



Realistic v.s. Ideal black holes

Reflective or periodic boundary condition



Black holes are relativistic objects

Schwarzschild Reissner-Nordström Kerr Kerr-Newman Black ring Black saturn

BTZ

Einstein equation



No hair theorem 

• All black hole solutions are completely determined by three 
observables: mass (M), charge (Q), and angular momentum (J).



Cosmic censorship conjecture 



Black holes are thermal objects



Zeroth law of black holes thermodynamics

• Zeroth law: if two systems are each in thermal equilibrium with a third system, 
they are in thermal equilibrium with each other (same temperature)



First law of black holes thermodynamics

• First law:  the system’s internal energy changes as work, heat or particles 
enter/leave the system, respecting the law of conservation of energy.
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• First law:  the system’s internal energy changes as work, heat or particles 
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Second law of black holes thermodynamics

• Second law: the entropy always increases in an irreversible process



Third law of black holes thermodynamics

• Third law: the system can not reach absolute zero at finite steps. (the entropy 
approaches a constant, most likely zero, as temperature goes to zero)
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Black holes are quantum objects



Black holes are quantum objects



Part II
Hawking radiation as tunneling



Thermal v.s. non-thermal (featured)

• Parikh-Wilczek regarded Hawking radiation as a tunneling process (with back 
reaction or energy conservation) and derived the tunneling rate: [PW, PRL 2000]

• The tunneling rate is composed of a thermal part and non-thermal part.   This 
suggests radiation contains more features than just temperature (determined by 
mass M).





Energy Conservation = no information loss

• The exponent is simply the change of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy as the 
(Schwarzschild) black hole loses a bit of energy/mass ω via tunneling.  The 
conservation of entropy/information may help resolve the notorious information 
loss paradox [Zhang-Cai-You-Zhan, PLB 2009; Kyung Kiu Kim-W, PLB 2014; Kuwakino-W, JHEP 
2015] or reveal the existence of remnant [Li Xiang, PLB 2007; Yi-Xin Chen, Kai-Nan Shao, PLB 
2009]

• Or not  [Mathur, CQG 2009], see also Firewall [AMPS, JHEP 2013]

• We have two observations here:
1. Microscopic degrees of freedom to carry information are still unclear.

2. PW tunneling rate can be derived without concept of spacetime [Braunstein-Patra, 
PRL 2011]

• Is a quantum mechanical model of Hawking radiation with PW tunneling feature 
possible? 



Part III
Hawking radiation as stimulated emission



Hawking radiation as stimulated emission

(a) Each state has degeneracy
(b)Dof are located somewhere at or outside horizon 



Stimulated emission = PK tunneling rate

* Isotropic metric is used to 
calculate area



Part IV
Hairy horizon and non-equilibrium



Supertranslation and soft hair
• In the Jaynes-Cummings model of cavity-black holes, we may promote uneven coupling gij

to some angle-dependent function.

• Asymptotc symmetry of asymptotic flat space (AFS) = infinite-dimensional Bondi-Burg-
Metzner-Sachs (BMS) group, i.e. Lie(BMS4) = SO(1,3)      S ; S is supertranslation generated 
by asymptotic Killing vector, determined by arbitrary function f [Bondi;Burg-Metzner; Sachs 62]



Schwarzschild black hole with soft hair horizon
• Weinberg’s soft gravitons is manifestly Goldstone bosons of spontaneously broken 

supertranslation. [Weinberg 65; Lysov-Mitra-Strominger 15]  This soft dof’s might 
contribute to black hole entropy. [Hawking-Perry-Strominger 16]

• Apply supertranslation to SSBH solution in isotropic metric, with hair function C(z) 
[Compere-Long 2016]



Tunneling through hairy horizon
• Apply PT tunneling method along a fixed angular direction, we obtain tunneling rate per solid 

angle

• This implies a distribution of entropic density   

• At limit of small ||DC||/M, the entropy receives log correction from soft hair



Non-equilibrium thermodynamics

• We may interpret the hairy correction as non-equilibrium perturbation (if we place 
the black hole in a box with thermal bath)

• One may define a non-equilibrium temperature away from Hawking temperature, 
which reflects the uneven surface gravity near horizon



Gedanken exp to measure Θ



Part V
Entanglement at hairy horizon



Alice falls into a hairy black hole



A hairy black hole forms by a shock wave



A shock wave with arbitrary waveform

Near horizon geometry  of  hairy black hole

Point-wise mapping between hair and form

1 2



Mutual information v.s. Negativity

A B



Mutual information/Negativity variation 



Thank You
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